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ABSTRACT
With the launch of TacSat-2, the Operationally Responsive Space (ORS) program has its first on-orbit asset and the
ORS community finally gets an opportunity to transition from talking about the benefits of responsive space to
demonstrating them. TacSat-2, however, is far from a pure ORS spacecraft and its relevance and utility is far from
restricted to the ORS arena.
The spacecraft that became TacSat-2 had its origins in a formation flying program called TechSat-21. Though the
TechSat-21 program was cancelled, much of the basic spacecraft design survived and reemerged under the name of
Roadrunner. Roadrunner was supposed to demonstrate how a militarily relevant spacecraft could be developed and
fielded on an accelerated timeframe. It was under-funded from the start and the mission architects solved the
financial problem by entering into a number of military, civil, and commercial partnerships. Unfortunately, each
partner brought more than money and advocacy -- they brought their own sets of experimental hardware and the
associated requirements. When the ORS program saw many commonalities between Roadrunner’s objectives and
their own, they adopted the spacecraft as part of the TacSat ORS program, bestowing upon it additional prestige and
the opportunity to become an operational military asset, but further increasing the growing list of mission
requirements.
When it was all said and done, TacSat-2 was a spacecraft that had to carry thirteen payloads to orbit (many of which
doubled as essential, non-redundant subsystems) and fulfill about 140 on-orbit mission requirements. It had tactical
sensors, two innovative new communication links, experimental solar arrays, star cameras, and propulsion systems,
as well as payloads designed to answer basic scientific questions, such as how atmospheric density and RF signal
interference fluctuates with local and remote environmental conditions. Moreover, it had to accomplish its mission
on a shoestring budget and under the severe schedule pressure inherent to the Responsive Space movement.
The TacSat-2 story is truly a story of survival in the low-budget, high-expectation R&D spacecraft world. The
mission successes have been significant and ground-breaking, but they have, almost without exception, been
compromised successes. You will see a spacecraft that wasn’t developed within a year of program initiation (a
primary ORS program objective), but it created an integrated test and ground system/operations development
strategy that makes that goal more attainable. You will see a spacecraft that wasn’t integrated onto its launch
vehicle, launched, checked out, and ready for full operation within a week of notification (another primary ORS
program objective), but demonstrates remarkable on-board autonomy that might enable that on a less complex
spacecraft. Finally, you will see a spacecraft who’s on-orbit performance is sometimes disappointing and sometimes
remarkable, but steadily achieving almost all of its on-orbit tactical and scientific objectives.
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Figure 1: TacSat-2 in Thermal Vacuum Chamber at AFRL

flight hardware purchased for TechSat-21 as well as a
significant amount of the flight software that had been
developed.

PART I -- SURVIVAL
Making it to the Launch Pad
Before discussing TacSat-2’s tenuous, but successful,
on-orbit performance, it is worthwhile to address the
many programmatic decisions that evolved the mission
from its origins as TechSat-21 to its ultimate launch as
TacSat-2. Many of these decisions likely seem foolish
to those external to the program and, truthfully, some of
them had substantially more merit than others, but they
culminated to allow TacSat-2 to survive intense
scrutiny throughout its development and give the
spacecraft a chance to thrive on-orbit. They serve an
example of what it takes to complete a space mission
development in the competitive and underfunded DoD
experimental space environment.

Funding a space mission is always a significant
challenge. Even though Roadrunner was a low-cost
mission by industry standards, the laboratory’s budget
does not contain the flexibility to fund a satellite
program. Laboratory management ear-marked $14M –
a one-time ‘grant’ under the National Aerospace
Initiative – for Roadrunner. To secure the necessary
additional funding, the Roadrunner Program
Management Team took on paying customers. They
manifested four Space Test Program (STP) payloads in
order to secure a launch vehicle. Finally, to close the
funding gap for the tactical payloads, they applied to
become, and were accepted as, an Advanced Concept
Technology Demonstration (ACTD).

The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) initiated
the TechSat-21 program in 1999. This program was to
explore the operational usefulness of spacecraft
formation flying as applied to an active imaging
system. The government contracted to procure three
spacecraft and a significant amount of flight hardware
was delivered. In 2002 the program was canceled due
to changing laboratory priorities and delays caused by
immature technologies.

While Roadrunner was in the design phase, the Office
of Force Transformation (OFT) was hatching plans to
leverage low-cost spacecraft as tactical theater assets.
Together with the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL),
they developed the concept for TacSat-1, a low-cost
SIGINT platform that would provide intelligence
collecting capability directly to the theater commander.
The TacSat-1 effort grew into the concept of
Operationally Responsive Space (ORS). This program
would develop a series of TacSats and lessons learned
from these experiments would give rise to a series of
operational tactical spacecraft that could be called up
and deployed on short notice.

In the summer of 2003, a ‘grey beard’ panel met at
AFRL to discuss future flight demonstrations. The
group recommended that AFRL conduct an experiment
to explore ways to provide low-cost space assets
directly to the theater commander. ‘Roadrunner’ was
born. The TechSat-21 contractor received a sole-source
contract to build the bus, and the program leveraged
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The Roadrunner program team worked closely with
OFT and NRL because of the similar goals they were
pursuing. In 2004 Roadrunner was dubbed ‘TacSat-2’.
This association with OFT and the ORS enterprise
provided valuable advocacy for the TacSat-2 program.
But at the same time, TacSat-2 was also expected to
maintain consistency with the overall goals of ORS.
Evolution and compromise were inevitable.

months, and TacSat-2 was launched on 16 December
2006, only seven months from the award of OSC’s
contract.
Lessons Learned: There were 340 unique problems
tracked during Integration and Testing phase of the
satellite. Of the 340 problems, 114 were based on
hardware and 226 on software. The average duration
for a problem resolution was around 3 months. The
team verified about 730 unique requirements for the
spacecraft. As expected, the command and telemetry
interface proved to be the most challenging part of
spacecraft integration and testing. Roughly 30% of the
problems were related to interface issues with IAU
(hardware and software), additional 10% were related
to Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem
(ADCS) subsystem.1

The first significant change that TacSat-2 made was to
change orbits. In early 2005 the program was directed
by the Deputy Undersecretary of the Air Force to
change its orbit from a sun-synchronous orbit to a
‘tactical’ orbit. Sun synchronous orbits are typical for
reconnaissance platforms, but are designed for global
coverage rather than coverage of a specific theater.
AFRL conducted a brief study to explore what it means
to fly in a tactical orbit. They learned that a spacecraft
will achieve optimum coverage of a specific theater if
the inclination of the orbit is 3 to 8° higher than the
latitude of the theater. TacSat-2 had already chosen
China Lake, CA (latitude 36°) as its simulated theater,
so it settled on an inclination of 40° for the TacSat-2
mission.

Surprisingly enough, many of the launch related
decisions that came late in the game turned out to
benefit the mission. The direction to change from a
standard imaging orbit to a tactical theater optimized
orbit not only helped demonstrate how one can
drastically increase coverage with a single-ball
constellation, but it went a long way to making the
argument that the TacSats weren’t out to replace
National Assets. Additionally, both the decision to
abandon the unproven Falcon launch vehicle for the
proven Minotaur I and to abandon the proven
Vandenberg launch base for the unproven Wallops
Island site proved to be excellent. The Minotaur
continued its record of reliability and was able to set a
new speed record for accommodating the TacSat-2
payload. Even more beneficial, Wallops proved to be
up to the challenge of hosting an ORS launch on short
notice and will likely be the chosen site of future ORS
missions.

The change in orbit inclination introduced a number of
challenges to the program after the Critical Design
Review (CDR). Thermal profiles, antenna pointing,
and the attitude control system were all affected. They
made minor changes where they could, and developed
operational workarounds in the areas where design
changes would lead to significant cost or schedule
impact. Several other configuration changes made well
after completion of CDR were dealt with in a similar
manner.
The second significant change that TacSat-2 endured
was its launch vehicle. As the design effort got
underway, the decision was made to design the
spacecraft to the projected load environment of the
SpaceX Falcon I launch vehicle. Several attempts were
made to manifest TacSat-2 on the Falcon I, but the
funding never closed.
Finally, in FY 2006 a
combination of congressional adds and earmarked Air
Force funding was made available to fund the launches
of TacSat-2 and TacSat-3.

Finally, TacSat-2’s application and eventual acceptance
as an ACTD had both drawbacks and benefits.
Ultimately, however, the ACTD model was adopted by
the ORS Office, retaining the status and operational
assessment components, but abandoning much of the
overhead and the non-spacecraft friendly timeline.
Surviving the Birth
As the previous section detailed TacSat-2 took an
uncertain road to the launch pad. However, this
journey couldn’t sufficiently prepare the spacecraft for
what was to come once it made it to orbit. Seventythree minutes after launch, TacSat-2’s transmitter was
scheduled to turn on and communicate, for the first
time, with its Kirtland Air Force Base Operations
Team. As expected, on 16 December 2007 at exactly
1317 GMT, telemetry flowed into the Mission
Operations Center (MOC). However, the information

In the spring of 2006 Air Force Space Command
initiated a procurement that led to the award of both
launches to Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC).
TacSat-2 was manifested on the Minotaur I launch
vehicle. To accommodate the significantly different
launch environment of the solid-fueled Minotaur I,
CSA Engineering was hired to develop a soft-ride
vibration isolation system for the spacecraft. The
Minotaur I and soft-ride were delivered in less than six
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that this telemetry carried was far from the expected. It
indicated the spacecraft was in an accelerating
uncontrolled tumble. It was immediately obvious that
even if TacSat-2’s ADCS was functioning correctly to
sense and attempt to correct the tumble, its small
reaction wheels were incapable of correcting the
condition prior to triggering a timer. This timer was set
to go off ninety minutes after launch vehicle (LV)
separation if the satellite was not stable and reboot the
spacecraft’s processor to give the ADCS a fresh start at
achieving a controlled attitude in which the solar arrays
were pointed at the sun.

launch and early operations (L/EO) phase through the
holiday season.
Moreover, the majority of the
Operations Team resided in Albuquerque and Denver,
which were hit by a series of the biggest snow storms
they had seen in years. Together, these complications
made it very difficult to get the necessary expertise into
the MOC to solve on-orbit problems more complicated
than anyone ever anticipated.
Fortunately, the same tools designed to make TacSat-2
responsive to the Tactical Operator made it responsive
to the remote subsystem and payload expert. The most
valuable was Interface and Control Systems’ (ICS)
Remote Intelligent Monitoring System (RIMS) webbased commanding and telemetry system. Using it, a
very small Operations Team became a very large
distributed group of experts. On Christmas Day, while
confined in a residence by two feet of fresh snow, an
ADCS expert watched live SV telemetry and developed
a command plan to regain attitude control and, finally,
point the solar arrays at the sun and charge the battery.
From all parts of the US, experts determined how to
return their payloads and subsystems to a nominal state,
then directly participated in the process to put them in
that state. It not only saved a substantial amount of
money on travel and lodging, but proved to be the only
way the mission that started off so wrong could become
a mission where everything started to work right.

Normally, this automatic re-initialization would have
been the most advisable course of action. However, the
initial spacecraft contact uncovered an even more
potentially disastrous anomaly that would be further
aggravated by a processor reboot. Despite repeated
attempts, the Operations Team was unable to command
the spacecraft during the initial contact and though the
transmitter turned on autonomously for that contact, a
processor reboot would prevent that from happening
again, thereby making it essential that the Operations
Team could manually command the transmitter on for
any future contacts. With no proof that the ground
system could command the SV on-orbit, this was a
dangerous dilemma.
This dilemma continued for three days, while the
operations team and every available subsystem expert
developed a fault tree to first determine how to regain
contact with the spacecraft and then determine how to
fix the ADCS (and any other systems that could be
adversely affected by three days of a thermally unstable
tumble with a fully depleted battery) once contact was
reestablished. Finally, after implementing an extensive
fault analysis and nearly running out of options, on 19
December Operations Team personnel found an
improper configuration in the ground system. They
corrected the setting and were able to successfully turn
the transmitter on and begin saving the SV.

A second valuable tool in the recovery was the
Autonomous Tasking Experiment (ATE) software also
developed by Interface and Control Systems. ATE was
created to allow a Tactical Operator, rather than an
experienced
spacecraft
operator,
to
directly
communicate with the SV. ATE could autonomously
translate high level requests into a detailed and
executable command plan and then execute that
command plan in a logical sequence, all without
Operations Team input.
Therefore, while the
Operations Team was fully occupied with developing
solutions to the many initial problems, they could allow
ATE to execute the parts of the mission which were
working as planned, such as turning the transmitter on
and off during ground contacts and slewing the solar
arrays on and off the sun, as necessary to charge the
battery.

The uncontrolled tumble resulted in a surprisingly
stable thermal and power situation, but that lack of
contact for multiple days meant the Operations Team
had to begin an extensive process of troubleshooting
unexpected payload and subsystem conditions to return
the SV to the most operational state possible.
Unfortunately, real-life constraints complicated that
process. First, the 16 December launch lead to an
initialization and checkout phase that, even if executed
nominally, was going to bump up against the holiday
season, when experts are more difficult to reach. The
delayed contact and the resulting added complexity of
the recovery and system checkout served to extend the
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Ultimately, RIMS and ATE, though designed for the
purpose of making TacSat-2 responsive to the Tactical
Operator, made it responsive to the large body of
experts that had to save its life on-orbit. Only by using
them in this unplanned manner was the mission able to
survive and undertake its intended mission in support of
the Tactical Operator.
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RR team figures out that
the Air Force Space
Control Network was
using the wrong
command configuration
for communicating to
1 st pass indicated spacecraft (SC) was
the SC
tumbling at a high rate and the reaction
TLM indicates that
wheels were fully saturated. Additionally
the SC was power
the torque rods were at full control
positive. The SC
authority and the TERMA star tracker was
battery indicated
giving bad attitude updates. Worse was
approximately 29V
the SC could not be commanded from the
on the bus in the
ground.
orientation it was in.
A sign error found to exist in the
No telemetry for next 35
momentum control system
contacts after repeated
causing SC to tumble. SC
commanding from ground
commanded to go to semistations
manual ADCS mode
High powered Air Force
Ground Assets confirm
SC is tumbling about X
axis and that panels are
12 /16 deployed

RR Team figures out that
LN200 IMU was not being
configured properly by IAU
in semi-manual ADCS
mode to properly measure
body rates
ACS code patched and SC
reaches Sun Track Mode.

Patches erase themselves and
SC tumbles again
Patches reapplied and burned into
EEPROM. SC now able to reach Sun
Track automatically. ADCS code
uses LN200 and Sun Sensors as
primary attitude devices.

Onboard LN200 IMU used
to measure body rates was
thought to be outputting bad
data
ISC Team dispatched to
come to AFRL and help
detumble the spacecraft
using ISC gyros

TACSAT -II LAUNCH
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Figure 2: Spacecraft Timeline from Launch2
Lessons Learned: A web-based ground system is a
force multiplier. Without the ability to use the
internet to include an extensive group of system
experts to react to an extensive list of anomalies, the
mission would have been lost. Converting to more
restrictive networks (e.g., SIPRNet) or a non-web
system significantly reduces mission effectiveness.

contribute directly to the tactical mission.
Its
experimental subsystems test the next generation of
spacecraft components, e.g., innovative new
communication links, experimental solar arrays, a
next generation star camera, and a high-efficiency
electric propulsion system. The spacecraft also
carries payloads designed to answer basic scientific
questions, such as how atmospheric density and RF
signal interference fluctuates with local and remote
environmental conditions. Though it is called a
TacSat, most of the payloads are scientific, rather
than tactical in nature, and most of the
“experimental” subsystems are actually essential to
the success of TacSat-2’s single string system.
Before its one year AFRL mission is done, TacSat-2
intends to fulfill about 140 on-orbit mission
requirements.

PART II – ON-ORBIT RESULTS
Since shortly after launch, TacSat-2’s tactical
payloads and the mission they support have
thankfully received a great deal of interest and
scrutiny from the DoD and National Space
Community.
However, the TacSat-2 spacecraft
actually carried thirteen payloads and experimental
subsystems to orbit and the majority of them do not
Payload/Experimental
Subsystem
Imager
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Demonstrated
Capability

Advertised Capability
Visible 3-color, 1m
GSD imager

NIIRS 3

5

Remaining Plan
Improve image
resolution
Test 3-color capability

Sponsor
AFRL
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Roadrunner Onboard
Processing Experiment
(ROPE)

Image processing and
storage

Limited storage
14:1 compression

Other compression
ratios
Non-uniformity
correction
3-color image storage

AFRL

Target Indicator
Experiment (TIE)

Signal detection,
identification, and
geolocation

Signal detection and
identification in limited
range of frequencies

Geolocation

NRL

Common Data Link
(CDL)

High-rate mobile uplink
and downlink

Fully capable

Improve reliability

JASPO

Hall Effect Thruster
(HET)

High efficiency electric
thruster

Fully capable

Long duration burns

AFRL

Propulsion Instrument
Electronics (PIE)

Analyze HET’s effect
on local environment

Fully capable

Collect data

AFRL/JPL

Autonomous Tasking
Experiment (ATE)

Autonomously schedule
and execute image
collects and ground
contacts

Autonomous image
collects, ground
contacts, and scheduled
script execution

Tactical Field
Experiment
Objective prioritization
and replanning

AFRL/ICS

Orbit Control Kit
(OCK)

Autonomous station
keeping

Short-term autonomous
station keeping

Long-duration station
keeping
Tracking avoidance

Space
Battlelab/
Microcosm

Low Power
Transceiver (LPT)

Combination
SGLS/TDRSS
transceiver and GPS
receiver

SGLS Tx/Rx
TDRSS Tx
Unreliable GPS

Use nominally

NASA
Goddard

Atmospheric Density
Mass Spectrometer
(ADMS)

Measure neutral and
ionsopheric composition
and density

Correlated instrument
data to older models

Collect data

AFRL

Inertial Stellar
Compass (ISC)

Low power, 1/10th
accurate attitude
determination - Blend
gyro-based and camerabased sensing to
maintain accurate
attitude during dynamic
operations

Accurately and reliably
calculated a valid
attitude solution during
slews. Space validate
the 1st ever set of of
MEMS gyros to fly in
space

Diagnostic data
collects

Draper Lab

Integrated GPS
Occultation Receiver
(IGOR)

Collect occultation
science data as well as
provide precision orbit
determination data to
ADCS

Provided accurate
position and velocity
data to the ADCS with
occasional extended
outages

Collect data

AFRL/
Broadreach
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Experimental Solar
Arrays

Thin-film photovoltaics

Partially deployed and
providing no bus power

Determine why they
are not providing
power
Attempt to fully
deploy

AFRL

Miniature Vibration
Isolation System
(MVIS)

Damp vibration during
imaging to improve
resolution

Locked

Remove launch locks
Use in passive mode
Use in active mode

AFRL

Table 1: Summary of TacSat-2 Payloads and Experimental Subsystems
challenges are: 1) Improve interaction with flight
software and the ADCS to reliably take images of the
intended target; 2) Use the focus mechanism to
achieve an optimal focus setting to maximize
resolution; 3) Reduce noise in the focal plane
electronics or categorize it sufficiently to filter it out
with automated ground processing; 4) Compile a
library of three-color images for assessment by an
imagery analyst.

Imager
After soliciting the User Community, AFRL
determined that an imager, which provides one meter
Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) imagery in the
visible spectrum and can discriminate between three
color bands, would be useful (i.e., relevant) to the
Tactical Operator. The on-orbit TacSat-2 Imager is a
push-broom imager designed to provide 1m GSD
imagery in the visible spectrum. The instrument
features four focal plane arrays – one filtered for
Panchromatic and three other for narrow wavebands,
or colors. These wavebands were chosen for their
distinct tactical relevance – 'Blue' (.55um), 'Green'
(0.75um), and 'Red' (0.95um). Commercial off-theshelf (COTS) optics and a space-rated composite tube
comprise the telescope in the $3.5M high resolution
imager.3

Lesson Learned: The process of calibrating an
optical payload on-orbit has proven to be much more
difficult and lengthy than planned. It is complicated
by its dependence on many factors, to include:
reliable GPS ephemeris; accurate spacecraft pointing;
local cloud cover over calibration targets; flight
software timing; reliable high-rate downlink;
sufficient thermal control in the imager and focal
plane environment; and policy issues that restrict
allowed imaging targets. It would be extremely
difficult to collect high quality imagery immediately
after launch.

Thus far, TacSat-2’s imagery has been assessed to be
“useful to the tactical operator”, but continues to get
better as the calibration process works to obtain the
highest National Image Interpretability Rating Scale
(NIIRS) rating possible. The primary remaining
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Google Earth
TS2
Figure 3: Panchromatic TacSat-2 image, compared with Google Earth (TM) imagery
Roadrunner
(ROPE)

Onboard

Processing

image data and can compress the files in any of 6:1,
12:1 or 14:1 compression ratios. There is sufficient
memory onboard ROPE to store approximately eight
4-color images (6km x 8 km).

Experiment

To complement the Imager, TacSat-2 carries ROPE,
which applies a non-uniformity correction to the
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The ROPE checkout is heavily dependent on the
performance of TacSat-2’s high rate tactical
downlink. Since this downlink has only recently
become reliable, a full assessment of ROPE has been
impossible. ROPE seems to be functioning properly
and the operations team has downloaded a single
three-color ROPE image, which was properly
compressed at a 14:1 ratio. Unfortunately, the team
will have to collect, store, and downlink many more
images before they can declare ROPE a fully
functional payload. This effort will begin in early
July 2007.

Operator with specific transmitter type, as well as
current mode of operation. The TAC experiment is a
utilization of the cross-platform mode, which allows
an aircraft to task TIE in real-time, receive collected
data, and geolocate using time difference of arrival.
Finally, TIE’s AIS experiment will collect AIS
messages broadcasted by most ocean going ships.
These AIS broadcasts contain identification
information such as ship name, size, cargo, location,
destination, etc., ideally suiting TIE for Homeland
Defense.
Each of TIE’s modes permit the payload to be tasked
to a specific type of target, antenna settings,
collection duration, and other parameters that allow
the operator to customize the data collection to
maximize its usefulness in the tactical theater of
interest. In TAC mode, a subset of the data can be
sent by tactical radio to allow real-time command and
control of the collection capability and downlink of
some information, even to a disadvantaged user. In
all cases, TIE provides the ability for the user to get
data they may not get from more traditional sources.4

Lesson Learned: ROPE is comprised of three
primary components, each of which was built by a
different company. This acquisition strategy made it
very difficult to get the complex ROPE payload
working properly during integration and test, as well
as on-orbit. If multiple companies are providing
components of a single system, hire a full-time
Systems Engineer to manage the interfaces.
Target Indicator Experiment (TIE)
Following a similar approach AFRL followed for the
Imager, NRL polled the User Community to
determine the kind of Electronic Intelligence
(ELINT) sensor that could provide data that a
Tactical Operator might consider relevant. They
determined that an operationally relevant ELINT
payload should have the ability to detect radio
frequency (RF) emissions in a specific frequency
range, identify the transmitter type, as well as its
mode of operation, and geolocate the emitter. To
fulfill this need, NRL developed TIE.

Due to the sensitive nature of ELINT payloads, the
TacSat-2 team can not release details on the
functionality of the TIE payload other than to say it is
near full functionality and is considered by the
community to be tactically useful.
Lessons Learned: Any signals data, whether raw or
processed into meaningful format, is extremely
sensitive. All links to communicate with this type of
payload need to be encrypted to handle secret data.
Additionally, calibration targets for this type of
payload are not straightforward, so there needs to be
a close coordination between the payload team and
those agencies that set policy for signals payloads.

The TIE payload performs real-time signal
geolocation and Specific Emitter Identification (SEI)
of RF signals using space and air-based collection
platforms.
It also collects the Automatic
Identification System (AIS) signals, which are now
required on large ships for port safety and homeland
defense.
TIE consists of four experiments:
Copperfield, SEI, Tactical (TAC), and AIS. These
experiments can be operated in two different modes
of collection: 1) Stand-alone mode, which allows
each to operate independently based on tasking
received via ground station; and 2) Cross-platform
mode, which requires the active, real-time
participation of air or ground assets.

Common Data Link (CDL)
To maximize the utility of the imager, the CDL
Tactical Communications System provides a highbandwidth downlink for imagery and reduces the
need for long-term storage for imagery. The Modular
Interoperable Surface Terminal (MIST) ground
station is a currently fielded mobile ground system
used to control payloads on several manned and
unmanned air assets in tactical theaters around the
world. It consists of many components which
together provide the warfighter tasking capability,
near real-time satellite intelligence, and the ability to
exploit that intelligence while leveraging intelligence
from national DoD assets. The MIST communicates
with the TacSat-2 spacecraft via the same CDL radio
it uses to routinely communicate with air assets.

For Copperfield and SEI collects, operators input
parameters such as frequency range and collection
duration. Then, TIE collects data based on these
parameters, transfers the data to the spacecraft, and
downloads raw data for processing on the ground.
Rapid processing of this data can provide the Tactical
Finley
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The CDL transmitter is a 7-channel, X-band
downlink.
Six channels are dedicated to
downloading 4-color imagery from ROPE memory,
combining to a 256 Mbps downlink. The seventh
channel links the non-ROPE spacecraft memory to a
10.5 Mbps downlink. Through this “low rate”
channel, any spacecraft telemetry or data files are
available for download direct to theater. Via the
CDL, a 4-color image is downlinked in 2 seconds.
TIE Data is routed down the low rate channel and
will take less than 40 seconds of downlink time.

thruster, combined with the first in-depth
investigation of Hall thruster/spacecraft interactions.
HET planned to demonstrate the first-ever short
duration (< 5 sec) firings to validate the use of Hall
Thrusters for small impulse bit applications, as well
as very long duration firings (up to 30 minutes)
sufficient to provide all the propulsion necessary to
keep the TacSat-2 spacecraft on-orbit for more than
three years.
The on-board instrument suite contains photometric
and radiometric sensors to measure effects on surface
properties, a solar array experiment to detect changes
in solar array performance, and two plume sensors to
record electron and ion densities in the plume. The
instruments interface with the spacecraft via the
Propulsion Instrument Electronics (PIE), which
supplies all of the necessary voltages, measures all of
the instrument signals, and provide command and
telemetry functionality.

Using the MIST-CDL architecture, a Tactical
Operator, co-located with a MIST in theater or via
any SIPRNet Terminal, can use the same high-level
interface available on the web to command a tactical
data collect (at a speedy uplink rate of 170 kbps) by
the spacecraft and a direct download from the
spacecraft to a MIST antenna in their theater. In so
doing, they receive their data, in processed and
useable format, in their theater without needing to
rely on the web.

Hall Effect Thrusters use ionized Xenon gas (a
plasma) that is accelerated electrostatically by an
induced electric field. Hall Effect Thrusters provide
multiple advantages to the satellite industry and have
the potential to displace many traditional propulsion
systems. With five to 10 times greater efficiency in
propellant use than conventional chemical thrusters,
Hall Effect Thrusters enable commercial and military
satellite operators to cut launch weight and associated
costs while maintaining existing performance
standards. Other benefits include a greater range of
satellite maneuverability, effectively increasing the
operational utility of satellite systems, and enabling
an “on-demand” satellite service-provider model.

The TacSat-2 Team iterated through several tracking
approaches and, despite numerous spacecraft and
ground system challenges, converged on a process
that should make the CDL-MIST contact rate
approach the 90% value necessary for Operational
use. They have demonstrated the high-rate (170
kbps) uplink and high (250 Mbps) and low-rate (10
Mbps) downlinks many times, downloading all kinds
of spacecraft data, to include three-color imagery and
ELINT.
Lessons Learned: Tracking a spacecraft with a new
ground system is not trivial and requires a far
different approach that tracking a cooperative
aircraft. CDL contacts were originally designed so
that the middle of CDL contact happened when
spacecraft was closest to MIST. The team found the
better approach was to start a CDL contact as low to
the horizon as link budget would allow because its
velocity relative to the ground antenna is much
slower. This quadrupled the data transfer time also,
the pointing tolerances were relaxed by up to 500%
by acquiring it at low elevations. Additionally, the
maintenance required for most legacy ground
antennas is extensive. They require nearly constant
care if expected to perform reliably, making remote
use impractical.
Hall Effect Thruster
Integration Instruments

(HET)

and

Northrop Grumman Space Technology (NGST)
served as the overall propulsion system integrator for
the HET system, which was integrated onto the
spacecraft in May, 2006. The Hall Effect Thruster
has a total efficiency of 43%, and delivers 13 mN
thrust and 1,375 sec specific impulse at its nominal
input power of 200W.5
Thus far, HET and PIE performance have been
exceptionally good. The thruster and sensor suite
have worked reliably through very long and very
short burns on a daily basis.
Autonomous Tasking Experiment (ATE)
A primary objective of TacSat-2 was to automate the
tasking and data processing/distribution processes
sufficiently that the Tactical Operator can use the
system without understanding how to operate a
spacecraft or process raw data into useful products.
ATE is an enabler for this objective because it

On-board

The HET system is a low power (200-W) Hall
Thruster propulsion system. This flight marks the
first on-orbit operation of an all-US-built Hall
Finley
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converts high-level tactical needs (e.g., “Take a
picture of these coordinates at time X and get it back
to me in readable format by time Y.”) into the
detailed low-level events that must occur to meet
those needs without human involvement or a detailed
understanding of the intricacies of the spacecraft.
ATE is intelligent enough to manage, for example,
the scheduling of an image. The interface is
abstracted such that an in-theater operator enters in a
small amount of tactical information (e.g., target
coordinates) to the system and ATE determines if the
activity is executable within the spacecraft’s
constraints, orbit, and other higher-priority tasks. If
the task is viable, ATE sends all of the commands
necessary to execute the activity.

and uses it to determine when and for how long to
fire HET in order to maintain constant orbital
parameters. OCK has previously been successfully
demonstrated on UoSAT-12, where it continuously
performed autonomous station keeping for a one
month period. The uses of OCK to a tactical
spacecraft include the ability to autonomously
maintain constant orbital period, shape, and contact
times in order to increase the likelihood that the
tactical sensors will hit their targets and the tactical
data will be delivered to its customers. In addition,
OCK potentially offers a capability to autonomously
evade tracking by enemy assets.
The 24-hour OCK Live Test 1 was conducted on 4
April 2007. The test verified successful execution of
burns requested by OCK. OCK correctly requested
burns to drive time-late to zero seconds, although the
duration of the test was insufficient to complete this
task. During the test, the team discovered several
minor problems in OCK and ATE flight software.
These problems were fixed or short-term
workarounds implemented to allow continued testing
of the main capability with minimum risk from
intrusive modifications.

Figure 4: Web-based tasking for Imager
ATE has been remarkably successful and currently
executes all nominal activities (tactical, scientific,
and health maintenance) for TacSat-2. The concept
of operations made ATE’s success a necessity for
accomplishing almost all other on-orbit objectives.
ATE has given TacSat-2 hope that one day, tactical
satellites might be operated directly by tactical, rather
than space, operators.

Figure 5: Results of OCK Live Test 1
In the above plot, the orange lines show which burn
is responsible for which Cumulative Time Late data
point. In the absence of propulsive maneuvers, the
magnitude of Cumulative Time Late increases
linearly. Each corrective burn decreases the slope of
this curve, which means that the orbital period is
changing and getting closer to the desired value. At
the start of the test, the slope of the Cumulative Time
Late curve is negative because the actual orbit is
lower than the desired orbit, thus the actual orbital
period is shorter than the desired orbital period. At
the end of the test, the slope of the curve becomes
positive, indicating that the semi-major axis was
increased to the point where the orbital period is
slightly longer than that of the desired orbit. This is

Lesson Learned: It is possible to add sufficient
onboard autonomy to a spacecraft to allow an
untrained Tactical Operator to directly control a
spacecraft analogously to the way they directly call
for fire with Close Air Support aircraft.
Orbit Control Kit (OCK)
Microcosm’s Orbit Control Kit (OCK) works with
TacSat-2’s ATE to perform autonomous station
keeping. The software ingests GPS data in real time

Finley
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exactly what needs to happen in order to drive
Cumulative Time Late to zero, the ultimate goal of
OCK.
Note that a horizontal ‘slope’ of the
Cumulative Time Late ‘curve’ indicates that the
actual orbital period is equal to the desired (i.e.
specified) orbital period.

was the use of the Accept Current Orbit feature to
precisely capture current orbital period. This allowed
OCK to be immediately ‘in the zone’, enabling
verification of its stationkeeping capability in a short
time period. This test verified successful station
keeping capability in the face of a higher than
expected frequency of bad GPS data.

The second 24-hour OCK Live Test was conducted
on 8 June 2007. The key difference from Live Test 1

Figure 6: Results of OCK Live Test 2
OCK into TacSat-2’s overall experiment plan.
The spacecraft has a single low-thrust thruster
that needs to be in the velocity-track orientation
for an extended period to provide sufficient
delta-v to overcome atmospheric drag.
Additionally, TacSat-2 reaction wheels are
incapable of slews in excess of 0.3 deg/sec,
which means the transition to a proper thrust
attitude takes a great deal of time.
The
cumulative effect is to take the unarticulated
solar arrays off the sun for long periods leaving
the extremely power-constrained spacecraft short
on power.
All of these factors can be
accommodated through careful thrust precoordination with other experiments. However,
OCK’s autonomous thrust commands currently
make that impossible. Pending some further
analyses, it appears that it will be possible to
modify the way OCK is being used to eliminate
the need to change the thruster orientation, which
would significantly reduce the time impact on
the mission and would also eliminate the power
issue. OCK definitely is the perfect system for a
more capable tactical spacecraft (i.e., faster
slewing, more power, three-axis thrusters) in that
its autonomy takes the burden of orbit
maintenance off the ground team and allows the
spacecraft to more reliably execute its tactical

In the above plot, the Green Sign Wave is the
magnitude of the spacecraft position vector. Its
shape is indicative of the quality of the Position /
Velocity data provided to OCK. The smooth
‘sine wave’ indicated good position data, while
excursions from the ‘sine wave’ indicate bad
position data. The Black Solid Line is the
Cumulative Time Late. It was controlled by
OCK to near-0 by the end of the test, but was
significantly impacted by bad position data.
Later Cumulative Time Late computations (orbit
25) are not affected by earlier erroneous
computations (orbits 18 through 24). The Blue
Dots are OCK-requested burns, while the Red
Circles are actual HET firings. Finally, the Red
mark the Ascending Nodes.6
Future OCK tests will focus on longer-duration
assessments of the basic OCK capability, as well
as demonstrating the OCK uses that are more
specific to a tactical spacecraft. The OCK team
hopes to prove it can offer increased ground
contact reliability, as well as evade
uncooperative ground tracking by specified
tracking sites.
Lessons Learned: As it is currently being
implemented, it is very difficult to integrate
Finley
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objectives. Further, independent of mission type
(i.e., military or civilian), OCK is extremely
beneficial for additional reasons that include
simplified constellation operations, reduction in
propellant usage, reduced orbit maintenance
costs (magnified as a function of the number of
spacecraft involved) and reduced risk (no need
for the complex tracking and communications
chain – reduces operator error potential and
communications failures).
Low Power Transceiver (LPT)
The LPT incorporates the capability for twoway, full duplex communications using either
the Air Force Satellite Control Network
(AFSCN) or NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS). It was designed to
interface with the MCU-100 Miniature
COMSEC Unit for downlink encryption and
uplink decryption. The LPT additionally
incorporates the capability to support dualfrequency (L1 and L2) Global Positioning
System (GPS) navigation. The LPT was
designed to recover GPS ephemeris and almanac
data messages, produce code and carrier
pseudorange measurements, and compute GPS
point solutions.
After the LPT was removed from two previous
missions, who were unable to make it perform
reliably, the TacSat-2 team finally got the space
radiation-hardened LPT to orbit. Though initial
incompatibilities between the LPT and the
AFSCN got the mission off to a rocky start, both
TDRSS and Space Ground Link System (SGLS)
links have worked reliably since and the
Operations Team nominally conducts ten
contacts per day using the LPT. Unfortunately,
the LPT GPS has proven to be far less reliable.
It was unable to sustain a solution for an
extended period and the spacecraft currently
relies almost exclusively on the backup IGOR
GPS for ephemeris data.
Lesson Learned: If you are going to a launch
base without the ability to do a full end-to-end
communications test, you need to make some
kind of arrangements to get that done. TacSat-2
sacrificed a proper end-to-end RF Compatibility
Test because they didn’t have the proper
resources. They sacrificed a proper Launch Base
Compatibility Test because they went to a base
without an AFSCN antenna. This combination
almost ended the mission before it began.
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Atmospheric
(ADMS)

Density

Mass

Spectrometer

ADMS was built to provide unprecedented highaccuracy measurements of inputs critical for
understanding the dynamic processes that affect
the variability of the upper atmosphere. The
properties to be measured are: total atmospheric
density, neutral atmospheric composition, and
horizontal, vertical and in-track winds. This
resulting data set will allow development and
validation of new, more accurate operational
satellite drag models by measuring atmospheric
dynamic processes and relate them to high
latitude energy inputs and meet AF requirements
for better than 10% absolute density
specification by advancing the state-of-the-art of
sensing techniques.
Improvements in
atmospheric knowledge are essential for the Air
Force to meet its mission needs in space object
tracking, orbit prediction, collision avoidance,
and re-entry prediction. These vital missions are
presently compromised by neutral atmospheric
models with insufficient accuracy and prediction
capability.
Thus far, ADMS is performing perfectly.
Comparison of instrument quality parameters
(peak shape, mass resolution, mass position
calibration, instrument sensitivity as measured
by the on-board gas calibration source) of flight
versus ground calibrations show performance
exceeding expectations. Comparison of the
present ADMS composition and density data
versus atmospheric density and composition
models such as MSIS show good correlation.
However, the ADMS dataset is still insufficient
to adequately compare ADMS with the present
atmospheric models because present atmospheric
models have errors greater than the ADMS
measurements. Much more data is required to
allow good comparison.
The next step in ADMS data validation is
comparing ADMS with the best space resources
available. These are the accelerometers on
CHAMP and GRACE satellites that are
collecting density data; the SULI remote sensors
on DMSP which provide composition data for
day lit portions of the orbits, the GUANSO
instrument which provide some composition
data, the HASDM method being used at the
Space Tracking Center for average atmospheric
density, the Jacchia-Bowman model being
developed as an upgrade to the present Jacchia
model developed for the space tracking network,
13
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and the MIT Millstone Hill Radar that can
measure density with their incoherent scatter
radar system. A much larger body of data is
necessary to overcome statistical error sources
and obtain these correlations. When this is done,
and the performance of the ADMS is confirmed,
the ADMS data can be used to improve the
accuracies of all the other techniques.
ADMS is the only instrument that provides both
density and composition data simultaneously.
This combination will be of great import in
interpreting the data from the other techniques
and improving our physical knowledge of the
atmosphere. This phase of operations will target
a phase of atmospheric science that is least well
understood—the effect of solar storms upon the
atmosphere. This effect is key to modeling the
forces that drive the atmosphere.7
Lesson Learned: TacSat-2 was directed to
change to a more tactically relevant orbit well
into the development phase of the mission.
Changing orbits to accommodate one mission
objective adversely affects other payloads. In
the case of ADMS, which needed a polar orbit to
categorize ionospheric density and composition
as a function of latitude, the orbital change
severely degraded the usefulness of the payload.
Inertial Stellar Compass (ISC)
The objective of the ISC program is to
demonstrate that the instrument is a useful, low
risk, space-qualified attitude determination
device. To do this, the ISC must demonstrate,
on-orbit, the ability to self-initialize, the ability
to maintain accurate attitude during dynamic
operations, and the ability to blend gyro-based
and camera-based sensing with the required
1/10th of a degree accuracy. These abilities must
be demonstrated in a low power (<4.5 Watts)
and low mass (<3 Kg) package.
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The ISC was powered on for the first time on 27
December 2006. It self-initialized properly and
the instrument was determined to be healthy and
operational by the sponsor Draper Laboratory.
On 28 December, the spacecraft positioned the
ISC to an anti-nadir orientation and performed an
inertial hold.
The ISC collected data in
background mode, correctly identified the slew
maneuver, and most importantly, correctly
identified its attitude during inertial hold to
better than 1/10th of a degree, as seen in Figure 7.
The ISC continues to collect valuable
“background” mode data used for long term
performance analysis during “serendipitous
maneuvers” on the spacecraft. For example,
during the HET checkout, the ISC benefited
from the orientation it was placed into by seeing
a nice long run of sky devoid of Earth, Moon, or
Sun (referred to as occlusions).
Additional
maneuvers needed by other payloads have
resulted in various long runs devoid of
occlusions, large changes in subtended angle,
and pointing to various portions of the sky. All
of these continue to be very valuable and have
resulted in a large ISC data base of performance
over various conditions that have qualified the
instrument as fully operational and exceeding
stated full success criteria.
Flight testing of the ISC has now fully qualified
the instrument and demonstrated its capability in
the relevant space environment. NASA and the
Air Force (by providing the SV) have provided
the path to validate advanced technologies which
have not flown in space, such as the ISC. In
addition, the success of the ISC marks for the
first time the successful use of MEMS gyros in
space demonstrating that MEMS devices have a
promising future in space given their inherent
low power and low mass qualities. For an
attitude sensor, the ISC’s integrated functionality
and high-rate capability are unique and represent
a step forward in spacecraft technology that now
has been demonstrated and qualified in space.8
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Figure 7: Initial on-orbit performance run of ISC 12/28/2006 during TacSat-2 inertial hold
maneuver demonstrating 0.1˚ ISC performance accuracy. Integrated ISC attitude is shown in
blue, star camera attitude is shown in green, and 1/10th degree performance error bounds are
shown in red. Slow drift in SV attitude during inertial hold was verified in TacSat-2 body rate
data. The right plot is a comparison of integrated ISC attitude data to TacSat-2 integrated attitude
data for this initial run. Plot shows ISC accuracies are well within 1/10th of a degree requirement
when compared to the independent SV attitude source.
Lesson Learned: ISC was added to the TacSat-2
payload suite late in the development. At this time,
the TACSAT program office felt it was too late to
integrate the useful sensor into the ADCS. However,
during the first two months on-orbit, the spacecraft
ADCS was unable to integrate the correct data from
its primary star tracker (Terma) into its solution and
this made accurate pointing, necessary for Imager
and CDL checkout, very difficult. It would have
been very beneficial to switch to an ISC attitude
determination source as a now primary device.
Additionally, if the ISC was powered up at launch, it
would have been very beneficial to use the low power
device to detumble the spacecraft independent of the
built-in primary ADCS sensors. The combination of
a star tracker and gyro sensor into an integrated,
independent, low power instrument would have been
very valuable to TACSAT-2 to first detumble the
spacecraft using the ISC MEMS gyros and then
report 1/10th accurate attitude to the SV in order to
hold a sun track mode while the primary ADCS
system was being debugged.
CONCLUSION
Almost every day, one party or another takes time to
remark upon the unqualified success of the TacSat-2
mission, while a separate party explains how the
mission is a complete failure. The truth about
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TacSat-2 is somewhere in between. The mission bit
off a lot, attempting to accomplish the 140 tactical
and non-tactical on-orbit objectives of thirteen
payloads and experimental subsystems. Thus far, it
has experienced no unqualified failures, but its
successes have almost exclusively been compromised
successes. The core team could give numerous
examples of why it is unwise to mix tactical and
scientific payloads; why it is unwise to rely upon
unproven, single-string subsystems; and why it is
unwise to attempt to accomplish so many diverse
objectives with a single vehicle on a single mission.
However, they continue to make scientific and
tactical payloads work together in a system. Their
single-string experimental system wakes up
everyday. And they continue to march through their
objectives matrix with no unqualified failures. A
long time ago, they came to grips with the fact that
every new payload brought more requirements than it
brought money or status. They overcame the fact
that nothing experimental worked when it arrived and
it was left up to them to breath functionality into the
systems. Tomorrow, as they did yesterday, they will
figure out how to get the most out of what they have
for the benefit of those that invested in this mission
and those that will invest in the missions that follow.
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